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Summary and Keywords

Woman suffragists in the United States engaged in a sustained, difficult, and multigenera
tional struggle: seventy-two years elapsed between the Seneca Falls convention (1848) 
and the passage of the Nineteenth Amendment (1920). During these years, activists 
gained confidence, developed skills, mobilized resources, learned to maneuver through 
the political process, and built a social movement. This essay describes key turning points 
and addresses internal tensions as well as external obstacles in the U.S. woman suffrage 
movement. It identifies important strategic, tactical, and rhetorical approaches that sup
ported women’s claims for the vote and influenced public opinion, and shows how the 
movement was deeply connected to contemporaneous social, economic, and political con
texts.
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Winning woman suffrage in the United States was a long, arduous process that required 
the dedication and hard work of several generations of women. Before the Civil War, most 
activists were radical pioneers frequently involved in the antislavery or other reform 
movements. Later, educational advances and the growth of the women’s-club movement 
mobilized large numbers of middle-class women, while wage work and trade-union partic
ipation galvanized working-class women. In the early 20th century, woman suffrage be
came a mass movement that effectively utilized modern publicity and outreach methods. 
Woman suffrage was never a “gift.” Skillful organization, mobilization, and activism were 
required to build a powerful social movement and achieve the long-sought goal.

Woman suffrage was a radical idea in the 19th century. Suffrage for non-elite white men 
was still limited in most countries and became the norm in the United States only in the 
decades before the Civil War—a time when women and people of color were considered 
deficient in the rational capacities and independent judgment necessary for responsible 
citizenship. Woman suffrage challenged the legal principle of coverture, which subsumed 
a married woman’s political and economic identity into her husband’s; it also challenged 
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dominant gender roles that confined women to the domestic sphere. Additionally, suffrag
ists often associated themselves with other radical or reformist political groups who sup
ported the demand as a basic right, a strategy for enhancing democracy, or a practical 
way to gain allies.

Women’s Status and Women’s Rights in the 
New Republic
Prior to the American Revolution, property restrictions limited even white male suffrage. 
Yet some colonial women voted if they paid taxes, owned property, or functioned as inde
pendent heads of households, although this was uncommon. The idea of universal suf
frage (i.e., voting rights for all citizens) arose from the democratic ideology of the En
lightenment. Revolutionary rhetoric did not automatically result in equal citizenship 
rights, but it did provide powerful philosophical arguments that supported future strug
gles. In 1776, New Jersey enfranchised “all inhabitants” who were worth “fifty pounds” 
and had resided in the county for a year prior to an election. Coverture still prevented 
married New Jersey women from voting. But especially after 1797, unmarried women vot
ed with enough frequency to generate complaints about “petticoat electors” who played 
critical roles in contested elections, and in 1807 New Jersey disenfranchised women alto
gether as well as African Americans and aliens.1

The American Revolution gave rise to the ideal of the “Republican Mother” who educated 
her children to become future citizens and exerted beneficial moral influences within her 
family, an ideal that ultimately held important implications for citizenship and voting. To 
meet the new country’s need for responsible citizens, many schools were established for 
women (although they did not meet the standards of comparable men’s schools), while 
the expansion of public elementary education increased the demand for female teachers. 
By definition, women farmers, slaves, textile-mill operatives, and indigents could not meet 
emerging middle-class norms of female domesticity.2

Rapid economic, political, and social change exacerbated prostitution, excessive alcohol 
consumption, and other problems associated with poverty, particularly in the urbanizing 
northeast. In response, some urban middle-class women became involved in “moral re
form” societies, the most significant of which was the antislavery movement. Both white 
and African American abolitionist women formed female antislavery societies, but they 
were criticized when they assumed public roles. Most famously, when Sarah and Angelina 
Grimké, the transplanted daughters of a slave owner, began to speak before large mixed-
race and mixed-sex (“promiscuous”) audiences, they were harshly, even violently, at
tacked. When the Massachusetts Council of Congregational Ministers issued a pastoral 
letter in 1837 denouncing their behavior as unwomanly, the sisters responded by defend
ing equality of conscience, emphasizing the importance of female participation in the abo
litionist movement, and drawing parallels between slavery and the disadvantaged status 
of women.3
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The Seneca Falls Convention and the Begin
nings of an Organized Women’s Movement
Elizabeth Cady was already deeply embedded in various reform networks in upstate New 
York when she married fellow activist Henry Stanton and accompanied him to London to 
attend the World Anti-Slavery Conference in 1840. At the meeting, a fierce debate erupt
ed over seating female delegates, and the women were forced to retreat to the gallery, 
where William Lloyd Garrison, the most prominent and radical of the American abolition
ists, joined them in protest. Furious, Stanton discussed this injustice with another at
tendee, Quaker reformer Lucretia Mott, and the two conceived the idea of holding a 
women’s-rights convention. For the next few years, Stanton was preoccupied with her 
growing family, but she and Mott met again in 1848 and decided to organize a women’s-
rights convention in the small town of Seneca Falls. They placed an announcement in the 
local newspaper and were astonished when 300 people showed up (including 40 men, 
most notably Frederick Douglass, a former slave and the country’s most prominent black 
abolitionist). Stanton opened the meeting by reading the “Declaration of Sentiments,” a 
document she had prepared by adapting the Declaration of Independence to address 
women’s issues. Stanton listed many grievances, including lack of access to education, 
employment opportunities, and an independent political voice for women. Companion res
olutions were all approved unanimously except the demand for woman suffrage, which 
passed by a small margin after a vigorous discussion. The convention at Seneca Falls is 
traditionally seen as the beginning of the American women’s-rights movement, as well as 
launching Elizabeth Cady Stanton’s long career as its premier intellectual force. The en
thusiasm generated at Seneca Falls quickly led to more women’s-rights conventions. Be
ginning in 1850, similar gatherings were held nearly every year of the decade.4

Conventions and new women’s-rights publications, including The Lily (Amelia Bloomer) 
and The Una (Paulina Wright Davis), helped activists stay in contact, discuss ideas, devel
op leadership skills, gain publicity, and attract new recruits, including Susan B. Anthony, 
a Quaker, temperance activist, and abolitionist. Initial efforts focused on convincing state 
legislatures to rectify married women’s legal disadvantages with regard to property 
rights, child guardianship, and divorce. In 1854, Anthony traveled throughout New York 
State, organized a petition drive, planned a women’s-rights convention, and secured a 
hearing before the legislature that was addressed by Stanton. Thus Anthony and Stanton 
began their fifty-year partnership.
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1a.  Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Susan B. Anthony, ca
1891. Their partnership lasted for over 50 years, al
though neither lived to see the final accomplishment 
of their goal.

Courtesy Library of Congress, Records of the Nation
al Woman's Party.

1b.  “The Apotheosis of Suffrage” (1896). Stanton 
and Anthony’s founding role in the women rights 
movements is acknowledged by their elevation to the 
national pantheon by their NAWSA colleagues.

Courtesy Library of Congress, LC-USZ62-10862.

Other important early white activists included Lucy Stone, Abby Kelley Foster, Matilda 
Joslyn Gage, Clarina Howard Nichols, and Frances Gage. Important African American suf
fragists included Sojourner Truth, Sarah Redmond, Frances Ellen Watkins Harper, Amelia 
Shadd, Mary Ann Shadd Cary, Harriet Forten Purvis, Charlotte Forten, and Margaretta 
Forten.5 The early women’s-rights movement included both black and white activists, yet 
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relations sometimes became tense when white women ignored or appropriated African 
American experiences to suit their own purposes. For example, at a women’s-rights con
vention in 1851, Sojourner Truth made brief remarks describing the hard work of slave 
women and citing religious examples to support women’s rights. Some accounts report 
resistance to allowing Truth to speak and introducing slavery references, but convention 
president Frances Gage intervened. Gage subsequently edited and reported Truth’s 
speech in the form of the famous “Ain’t I a Woman” version, which is problematic in its 
use of dialect and other editorial interventions.6 After the Civil War, connections between 
race and gender equity became more problematic as racial attitudes hardened. Racial vi
olence escalated during Reconstruction and continued for decades, while legal discrimi
nation became firmly entrenched, legitimated by scientific racialist theories.

Reconstruction, Civil Rights, and Woman Suf
frage
Women’s-rights advocates interrupted their efforts during the Civil War to concentrate on 
war work, but subsequent debates over the Reconstruction Amendments created new op
portunities to reintroduce demands for women’s enfranchisement. Woman suffragists ob
jected strenuously when the Fourteenth Amendment defined national citizenship and vot
ing requirements by introducing the word “male” into the Constitution for the first time. 
The Fifteenth Amendment established the right of freed black men to vote, but failed to 
extend the vote to any women, creating a controversy that split the suffrage movement. 
Some suffragists, including Lucy Stone, her husband and fellow reformer Henry Black
well, and most (but not all) prominent black activists supported the Fifteenth Amend
ment, arguing that black men needed the vote more urgently than women did, and ex
pressing concerns that woman suffrage might prevent the amendment from passing. 
Stanton and Anthony vehemently disagreed and publicly opposed the amendment as they 
continued to demand universal suffrage. The American Equal Rights Association (AERA), 
organized in 1866 to promote both causes, supported the Reconstruction Amendments, 
and proposed the submission of a separate woman-suffrage amendment, first introduced 
as a Senate resolution in December 1868.7

In 1867, the AERA became involved in two Kansas state suffrage referenda relating to 
woman and African American suffrage amendments. Stone, Blackwell, Stanton, and An
thony all actively participated, but the growing rift among suffragists soon became evi
dent. The AERA tried to link the issues of black and women’s rights, but suffragists were 
disappointed when the Republican Party publicly opposed the woman-suffrage referen
dum. Stanton and Anthony’s overtures to dissenting Democrats—especially George Fran
cis Train, an Irish Democrat, controversial financier, and outspoken racist, generated ad
ditional controversy. After a bitter struggle, the Kansas referenda for woman and black 
suffrage both failed. This crucial campaign effectively severed the connection between 
voting rights for blacks and women.8
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Convinced by their Kansas experiences that male political support was unreliable, Stan
ton and Anthony established the National Woman Suffrage Association (NWSA), an inde
pendent women’s-rights organization under female leadership, in 1869. Several months 
later, Stone, Blackwell, Julia Ward Howe, and others established the American Woman 
Suffrage Association (AWSA). Initially these two groups pursued different strategies. A 
federal woman-suffrage amendment seemed unlikely to pass, so the AWSA concentrated 
on changing state constitutions. The NWSA articulated a broader women’s-rights agenda 
and sought suffrage at the federal level. The two organizations worked independently un
til they merged to form the National American Woman Suffrage Association (NAWSA) in 
1890. Each group published a women’s-rights journal. With Train’s financial backing, An
thony founded The Revolution early in 1868 and published many articles related to the 
problems of working women, prostitution, the sexual double standard, discriminatory di
vorce laws, criticisms of established religion, and denunciations of the Fourteenth and 
Fifteenth Amendments. The Revolution was very influential but unable to compete with 
the Woman’s Journal, introduced by the AWSA in 1870. Although the Woman’s Journal
was widely read until it ceased publication in 1931, it was only one of many women’s-
rights periodicals published during this period.9

As part of its federal strategy, the NWSA also proposed a bold reinterpretation of the 
Fourteenth Amendment, the “New Departure,” arguing that suffrage was a right of na
tional citizenship and since women were citizens they should be able to vote. The Revolu
tion urged women to go to their local polls and use the New Departure argument to try to 
vote, and a few succeeded. Anthony’s own attempt led to her trial and conviction for vio
lating election laws, but she was not punished (except for a $50 fine, which she refused to 
pay), eliminating the possibility of legal appeal. In 1875, the U.S. Supreme Court rejected 
the New Departure, reasoning in Minor v. Happersett. A Missouri suffrage leader, Vir
ginia Minor, had sued the state for the right to vote, but the court unanimously held that 
while Minor was indeed a citizen, the right to vote was not one of the “privileges and im
munities” that the Constitution granted to citizens.10

The national woman-suffrage organizations were influential, but there were many inde
pendent, often regional, journalists and activists who addressed women’s rights during 
the postwar period. Few were as colorful or sensational as Victoria Woodhull, who ad
dressed the House Judiciary Committee in 1871—the first woman ever to do so—and 
made powerful constitutional arguments that persuaded a minority of representatives. 
Both Woodhull and her sister, Tennessee Claflin, aroused controversy. At various times 
one or both were journalists, stockbrokers, Spiritualists, and labor activists, but 
Woodhull’s public advocacy of “free love” generated the most vehement criticism. Her ba
sic position was that the right to divorce, remarry, and bear children should be individual 
decisions, but most of her contemporaries considered these ideas quite scandalous. 
Woodhull ran for president in 1872 as the nominee of the Equal Rights party, the first 
woman to do so. Initially Woodhull received some support from other suffragists, but as 
her notoriety grew, so did suffragists’ concerns about being compromised by association, 
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and many began to repudiate or distance themselves from her ideas and activities (at 
least in public).11

Social Change, Women’s Organizations, and 
Suffrage in the Late 19th Century
Many women became interested in suffrage through their membership in other activities 
and organizations, especially as a result of the rapid growth of the women’s-club move
ment. When the General Federation of Women’s Clubs (GFWC) was established in 1890, it 
represented 200 groups and 20,000 women; by 1900, the GFWC claimed 150,000 mem
bers. Often initiated for educational or cultural purposes, discussions frequently turned to 
social issues such as child welfare, temperance, poverty, and public health. Women who 
became interested in reform soon realized that they had little political influence without 
the vote. The GFWC did not officially endorse suffrage until 1914, however, because the 
diversity of its constituent groups made the subject contentious and consensus difficult.

African American clubwomen, barred from membership in white women’s organizations, 
formed the National Association of Colored Women in 1896. In addition to community 
work and suffrage agitation, Ida B. Wells-Barnett, Mary Church Terrell, and other promi
nent black women challenged contemporary negative stereotypes about African Ameri
cans and worked to increase public awareness of racial segregation, disfranchisement, 
and violence.
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2.  Ida B. Wells-Barnett (L) and Mary Church Terrell 
(R). Both women were prominent African American 
journalists and activists. Both were founding mem
bers of the NAACP and active in NAWSA. Among 
their many achievements, Wells-Barnett established 
the Alpha Suffrage Club of Chicago, while Terrell 
was the first president of the National Association of 
Colored Women.

Wells-Barnett Portrait: Mary Garrity, c. 1893. Nation
al Portrait Gallery, Smithsonian Institution. Terrell 
Portrait: Courtesy Library of Congress, LC-DIG-ppm
sca-37806.

Many white women were indifferent to these issues, however, and some openly expressed 
the prejudices of the dominant society in their exclusionary rhetoric and organizational 
policies.12

The largest of the many new national women’s organizations was the Women’s Christian 
Temperance Union (WCTU), established in 1874. Under the dynamic leadership of 
Frances Willard, the WCTU emphasized the impact of alcohol abuse on women and fami
lies in its agenda of “home protection,” but quickly adopted a much broader social-wel
fare program, established alliances with labor and reform groups, and supported woman 
suffrage as a means to achieve its goals. Liquor-control efforts provoked powerful opposi
tion, leading many woman suffragists to distance themselves publicly from the temper
ance movement even as they appreciated the dedication of WCTU suffragists.13

The expansion of women’s opportunities for higher education provided another catalyst 
for suffrage activism. In addition to the many public agricultural and technical colleges 
established under the 1862 Morrill Land-Grant Act, the establishment of a number of pri
vate women’s colleges began with Vassar in 1861. Believing that education would be the 
key to women’s advancement, founders and administrators set high standards and of
fered curricula very similar to those at men’s institutions. After graduation, many women 
who found themselves largely excluded from professional training and employment op
portunities channeled their skills and energies into civic engagement and social reform, 
especially with the rapid expansion of the American settlement house movement after the 
establishment of Hull House in Chicago in 1889. As community centers located in poor 
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neighborhoods, settlement houses offered a variety of classes and services, but when so
cial workers realized that their efforts alone could not eradicate problems related to 
chronic poverty, many became active in reform politics. In addition, new protective and 
industrial associations tried to help impoverished working women living alone in the 
cities. While middle-class moral judgments often alienated their intended beneficiaries, 
these efforts began to establish ties with working-class constituencies and labor organiza
tions that would eventually gain support for woman suffrage.14

As industrial development, urbanization, and immigration increased, the growing num
bers of women in the work force provided new arguments for woman suffrage. Working 
men understood that few working-class women could depend upon adequate male sup
port, but they were hostile to low-wage female competition because it undermined their 
own abilities to fulfill the dominant male gender role of family breadwinner. The skilled 
trades and craft unions discouraged or discriminated against women, although the more 
progressive Knights of Labor included minorities and women. Urban working-class men 
were understandably reluctant to grant more power to middle-class women who con
demned them as dirty, drunken immigrants and/or violent radicals. Their opposition de
feated many state campaigns until working-class suffragists began to characterize the 
vote as a way to protect female wage earners and to empower the working class as a 
whole.15

These socioeconomic and political developments would eventually strengthen support for 
woman suffrage, but suffragists still faced enormous difficulties. Small, poorly funded 
groups gathered signatures on petitions and lobbied state legislators to authorize public 
referenda on the right of women to vote. When successful, they faced the daunting chal
lenge of organizing a statewide campaign. Many suffragists were politically inexperi
enced and criticized for violating prescriptive gender norms, but over time they built or
ganizations, developed management and leadership skills, articulated effective argu
ments, and learned to maneuver through the political system. They experienced many dis
appointing defeats in the process: between 1870 and 1910, seventeen states held referen
da on woman suffrage, but most failed. By 1911, only twenty-nine states allowed some 
form of partial woman suffrage: school, tax, bond, municipal, primary, or presidential. 
Partial suffrage was better than nothing, but it reduced the pressure for full suffrage and 
did not always motivate women to vote; when women did not turn out to vote, opponents 
asserted that they were not interested in politics.16

Women Win the Vote in the West
Reviewing the record in 1916, NAWSA president Carrie Chapman Catt counted 480 state 
legislative campaigns and forty-one state referenda resulting in only nine state or territor
ial victories, all in the western United States.17 Indeed, by the end of 1914, almost every 
western state and territory had enfranchised its female citizens.
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3.  “The Awakening” by Henry Mayer (1915). This 
poster highlights the significance of the western 
woman suffrage state victories, which enfranchised 
four million women in the region and established im
portant examples and precedents.

Courtesy Cornell University Library Digital Collec
tions, Persuasive Maps: PJ Mode Collection, 
PJM_1176_01.jpg.

These western successes stand in profound contrast to the east, where few women voted 
until after the ratification of the Nineteenth Amendment (1920), and to the South, where 
no women could vote and most African American men were effectively disfranchised. Ear
ly explanations attributed this unusual history to a putative “frontier” effect (a combina
tion of greater female freedom and respect for women’s contributions to regional devel
opment), or western boosterism (efforts to attract settlers), but these reasons are too sim
plistic.18 Western women gained the right to vote largely due to the unsettled state of re
gional politics, the complex nature of race relations, broad alliances between suffragists 
and farmer-labor-progressive reformers, and sophisticated activism by western women. 
The success of woman suffrage required building a strong movement, but it was insepara
ble from the larger political environment, and the west provided suffragists with unusual 
opportunities.19

Initially the territorial status of most western areas gave Congress and tiny territorial leg
islatures the power to decide who could vote. Every application for statehood required a 
proposed constitution, and the process always involved debates about voting qualifica
tions. Wyoming Territory surprised the nation by adopting woman suffrage in 1869, al
though its reasons for doing so remain unclear since there were some dedicated individu
als, but no organized movement and little prior discussion. Most likely, the Democratic 
legislature hoped to embarrass the Republican governor, who signed the bill partly in def
erence to his wife. In Utah woman suffrage became entangled in the polygamy controver
sy. Determined to abolish this practice, some Republicans in the U.S. Congress suggested 
the enfranchisement of Utah women so that they could vote against polygamy. State De
mocratic Mormon politicians believed correctly that Utah women would vote to support 
polygamy and authorized woman suffrage in 1870. In 1887, Congress punitively disfran
chised all Utah voters until the Mormons repudiated polygamy in 1890, and the church 
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leadership capitulated. The men of Utah were re-enfranchised in 1893, but women had to 
wait until statehood in 1896. In 1883, the Washington territorial legislature passed a 
woman suffrage with bipartisan support, as an experiment which could be corrected, if 
necessary, when Washington became a state. Feeling threatened, vice and liquor interests 
organized a series of court challenges until the territorial supreme court finally dismissed 
the law in 1888. Delegates to the 1889 constitutional convention refused to include the 
provision because they feared rejection by Congress, but the convention authorized sepa
rate suffrage and prohibition referenda on the ratification ballot. Organizers had little 
time to prepare for statewide campaigns, and both measures met firm defeat.20

In the 1890s, the rise of the Populist movement provided the context for the first two suc
cessful state referenda in Colorado (1893) and Idaho (1896). Largely characterized as a 
western agrarian insurgency advocating an anti-monopoly and democratization agenda, 
Populism arose from predecessor organizations, such as the Grange and the Farmers Al
liances, in which women were actively involved. At the state level, Populist suffragists had 
some success convincing their colleagues, but at the national level Populists sacrificed 
their more radical demands to gain broader support, especially after they merged with 
the Democratic Party in 1896. Woman suffrage referenda failed in South Dakota in 1890, 
and in Kansas and Washington in 1894 despite energetic efforts. NAWSA organizer Carrie 
Chapman Catt rose to national prominence as a result of her work in the 1893 Colorado 
campaign, and in 1896, Susan B. Anthony personally took charge in California. During 
these campaigns, Anthony and other suffragists made strenuous and sometimes success
ful efforts to gain endorsements from political parties, but they already knew from bitter 
experience that unless all the parties supported the measure, the issue of woman suffrage 
succumbed to divisive partisanship.21

Challenges and Opportunities at the Turn of 
the Century
These disappointments had a chilling effect on the suffrage movement leading to a period 
sometimes described as “the doldrums.” The older first-generation radicals passed on 
(Stanton died in 1902, Anthony in 1906), and most of the younger leaders (e.g., Rachel 
Foster Avery, May Wright Sewall, and Harriet Taylor Upton)—privileged women who 
shared prevailing notions about proper female behavior and resisted radical public-out
reach methods—failed to bring innovative new ideas and strategies to the movement. 
They also alienated key constituencies by complaining publicly that they could not vote 
but “inferior” (racial-ethnic, working-class, immigrant) men could. Suffrage leaders used 
economic arguments focused on the growing population of “self-supporting women,” but 
they rarely cooperated with working-class women and usually chose avoidance or dis
crimination over collaboration with African American suffragist colleagues.22

In the 1890s, NASWA turned its attention to the South. Activists in that region’s nascent 
movement argued that enfranchising white women would provide a gentler way to main
tain white supremacy than the harsh measures being implemented to disfranchise African 
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American men. Anti-black sentiments had marred the suffrage movement for many years. 
Indeed, Southern suffragists like Kate Gordon and Laura Clay protested that the pres
ence of African American women in the suffrage movement undermined their strategy of 
enfranchising and mobilizing white women to outvote African Americans in order to pre
serve white hegemony. Personally uncomfortable with these attitudes, Anthony endeav
ored to keep the race issue separate from woman suffrage, but she did so by reluctantly 
endorsing “educated suffrage” (i.e., literacy qualifications) and rejecting appeals for help 
from black suffragists. She even asked her old friend, Frederick Douglass, not to attend 
the 1895 NAWSA convention in Atlanta for fear of offending southern suffragists. In New 
Orleans in 1903, the NAWSA convention excluded black suffragists and approved of liter
acy requirements, though it was already clear that this “southern strategy” was not work
ing. In the 1890s, southern states passed many measures to disfranchise black men but 
firmly rejected woman suffrage even with literacy and other restrictions attached. 
NAWSA retreated from blatant racism and from hopeless Southern state campaigns, but 
continued to tolerate segregationist policies within the organization and blocked efforts 
to address issues of racial injustice. NAWSA’s racist practices persisted throughout the 
struggle for a federal woman suffrage amendment and into the ratification process partly 
due to the difficulty of overcoming the implacable opposition of conservative states’ 
rights Southern politicians.23

During the 1890s, state anti-suffrage organizations began to form, and the National Asso
ciation Opposed to Woman Suffrage (NAOWS) was established in New York in 1911. Suf
fragists routinely blamed their losses on the “liquor interests” (although political bosses 
and manufacturers also worried about the consequences of enfranchising reform-minded 
women) and dismissed women who opposed suffrage as pawns of these interests, but this 
was not always the case. Some female anti-suffragists supported reform more broadly, be
longed to the same clubs as suffragists, and adopted many of the same innovative public-
outreach and mass-marketing techniques. Yet many anti-suffragists opposed enfranchise
ment because they believed that direct female engagement in the dirty business of party 
politics and voting would deprive women of their claims to moral superiority and nonpar
tisanship.24

Modern Suffragists and the Progressive Move
ment
By 1900, a new generation of suffragists was growing impatient with what they perceived 
as timid leaders and tired, ineffective methods and began to employ more assertive public 
tactics. It was a period of massive political discontent throughout the entire country as 
many people felt disoriented by rapid modernization and concerned about its conse
quences. Ideas that had seemed too radical or regional when articulated by Populists in 
the 1890s now found mainstream support among middle-class urbanites involved in the 
Progressive reform movement. In the 1890s, Populism failed as a national political force, 
but it remained influential locally and regionally and appeared, reincarnated, in western 
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Progressivism.25 Although similar developments were occurring in the east, politically in
novative western environments once again contributed to suffrage success. The break
through suffrage victories occurred in Washington state (1910) and California (1911), 
quickly followed by Oregon and Arizona (1912), and Nevada and Montana (1914). In 
Washington state, NAWSA organizer Emma Smith DeVoe became the leader of the state 
organization. DeVoe stressed the importance of good publicity and systematic canvassing 
while insisting upon ladylike decorum. Suffragists attended meetings of churches and 
ethnic associations and won endorsements from farmer and labor groups, often through 
the activism of working-class women. Those who rejected DeVoe’s leadership or moderate 
approach worked independently, often organizing parades and large public meetings. In 
1910, the referendum passed in every county and city in Washington state, breathing new 
life into the movement.26

In California, where a strong progressive political insurgency won the referendum in 
1911, suffragists organized a massive public campaign. They held large public rallies, 
used automobiles to give speeches on street corners and in front of factories, produced a 
flood of printed material utilizing striking designs and colors, and coordinated profession
al press work. Working-class women organized their own suffrage group, the Wage Earn
ers Suffrage League, while Chinese, Italian, African American, and Latina suffragists also 
worked within their communities. The NAWSA provided foreign-language literature gen
erated locally by the members of the College Equal Suffrage League. Members of the WC
TU worked vigorously but quietly. On election day, volunteers carefully watched polling 
places to discourage fraud, then held their breath for two days until they learned that the 
measure had passed by a mere 3,587 votes. They realized that victory would not have 
been possible without an impressive increase in urban working-class support since the 
last failed referendum in 1896.27

These new campaign tactics were quickly adopted by suffragists in other western states, 
frequently causing tensions between cautious older women and younger activists. In Ore
gon, for example, the region’s pioneer veteran suffragist, Abigail Scott Duniway, rejected 
public campaigns, arguing that they alerted and mobilized powerful opponents (mainly 
the liquor and vice interests). She insisted upon what she called the “still hunt” approach: 
quiet lobbying and speaking to groups to gain endorsements. Duniway also antagonized 
WCTU activists by insisting on a strict separation between suffrage and prohibition, espe
cially if both measures were on the same ballot.

In 1902, Oregon was the second state to adopt the initiative, a Progressive reform that al
lowed reformers to bypass uncooperative legislature and place measures directly on the 
ballot. Oregon suffragists subsequently utilized this process to place woman suffrage be
fore voters every two years, but it did not pass until 1912 after frustrated younger women 
finally wrested control of the state organization from Duniway and implemented the mod
ern model.28

By 1915, all western states and territories except New Mexico had adopted woman suf
frage. These successes validated the efficacy of dramatic new tactics and created four 
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million new women voters who could be enlisted to support the revived struggle for the 
federal amendment. In addition, many experienced western suffragists headed east, 
where similar developments were occurring, most notably in the rise of the National 
Woman’s Party, but where the opposition was also better organized and funded.

Catalyzed by the Progressive impetus and the excitement surrounding the 1912 presiden
tial campaign, six states held suffrage referenda that year. Three western successes in 
Oregon, Kansas, and Arizona were counterbalanced by defeats in Wisconsin, Ohio, and 
Michigan. In Ohio, the “liquor interests” publicly boasted of defeating the measure; fail
ure in Wisconsin was also attributed to the opposition of the state’s important brewing in
dustry. In Michigan, massive electoral irregularities turned initial reports of victory into a 
loss (by only 760 votes). In 1914, two western states approved woman suffrage (Montana 
and Nevada), but in North and South Dakota, Nebraska, Missouri, and Ohio, hard-fought 
campaigns resulted in defeat. In 1915, there were referenda in four major eastern states, 
New York, Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, and New Jersey. If any of these large, urbanized, 
industrial states passed the measure, the eastern stalemate would be broken, but all 
failed in spite of massive efforts. The opposition seemed insurmountable in Massachu
setts, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania, where state laws prohibited immediate resubmis
sion, thus suffragists focused on New York, the most heavily industrialized, urbanized, 
and populated state, and the one with more representatives in Congress than any of the 
others.29

The NAWSA Struggles to Keep Up
The still quite frequent assertion that the U.S. suffrage movement was languishing in “the 
doldrums” during these years rests partly on unquestioned and erroneous assumptions 
that “the suffrage movement” means events in the east and the activities of the NAWSA. 
Indeed, the NAWSA leadership seemed to lack the ability to develop more successful 
strategies and tactics, could not consolidate or focus the energies and innovations of the 
new generation of suffragists, and were often resistant or openly hostile to their ideas 
and methods. When Anthony relinquished the NAWSA presidency in 1900, two women 
emerged as potential successors, Carrie Chapman Catt and Anna Howard Shaw. For sev
eral years, Catt had urged major administrative changes and systematic campaign plans 
coordinated by a strong central state organization under national supervision. Shaw was 
an old friend of Anthony who had overcome an impoverished background to earn divinity 
and medical degrees. She has often been described as a brilliant orator but a poor admin
istrator, but a recent study has challenged this conclusion (while not completely overturn
ing it) by noting that this judgment reflects biases in the original sources and overlooks 
the growth and diversification of the NAWSA membership, its increasingly sophisticated 
organizational structure, improved fund-raising techniques, and other significant develop
ments during the decade of Shaw’s leadership.30 Shaw succeeded Catt as president in 
1904 when family health issues forced Catt to “retire,” but she remained actively involved 
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4.  Suffrage parade in New York City, 23 Oct. 1915. 
In the early 1900s, the struggle for woman suffrage 
became a mass and public movement. Suffragists or
ganized highly visible and colorful events, such as 
this pre-referendum parade in which 20,000 women 
marched in clear order to send a clear message of 
their determined purpose.

Courtesy Library of Congress, LC-USZ62-50393.

in the international suffrage movement and later reestablished herself on the national 
scene through her work in New York state.

Transnational connections and influences had been important from the earliest days of 
the movement. In 1888, American leaders established the International Council of Women 
(ICW) hoping to promote international suffrage activism, but were disappointed because 
the organization avoided controversial issues (like suffrage) to focus on moral reform and 
pacifism. In 1902, Catt and other frustrated suffragists established the International 
Woman Suffrage Alliance (IWSA). The topic of transnational suffrage activism has re
ceived significant scholarly attention recently, revealing extensive and dynamic connec
tions among suffragists worldwide from the mid-1800s well into the 20th century.31

By the time Catt returned to the U.S. movement in New York in 1909, she observed many 
promising developments, especially the growing numbers of women at work and involved 
in various social-reform activities. Suffragists used affiliations with labor unions and re
form groups to form cross-class suffrage coalitions and to appeal to urban working-class 
voters. They largely abandoned elitist, nativist, and racist rhetoric (at least in public) and 
emphasized arguments that linked political rights and economic justice for women of all 
classes. In New York, Harriot Stanton Blatch (Elizabeth Cady Stanton’s daughter) formed 
the Equality League of Self-Supporting Women in 1907, which included experienced 
women trade unionists and suffragists like Leonora O’Reilly and Rosa Schneiderman. 
Blatch, a suffragist with strong labor and socialist sympathies, had previously lived in 
England and formed close associations with the British suffragettes. American suffragists 
consciously repudiated British militancy and violence, however, preferring clever, cre
ative, and colorful activities that gained public attention and sympathy, like the annual 
suffrage parades Blatch began organizing in 1910.
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The basic demand for equal economic justice did not eliminate internal class conflict, 
however. Late in 1910, the Equality League became the Women’s Political Union (WPU), 
indicating a shift to elite leadership and increasing British influence. In 1911, O’Reilly left 
to form a separate Wage Earners’ League for Woman Suffrage.32

In 1909, Catt formed the Woman Suffrage Party (WSP) hoping to channel these energies 
and coordinate the movement under her direction. She soon controlled the state associa
tion and consolidated most of the state suffrage groups (with the notable exception of the 
WPU). After an intense lobbying effort, the legislature authorized a referendum vote in 
1915, and the suffragists mounted a huge campaign over the next ten months. They held 
thousands of outdoor meetings and events, targeted outreach to crucial constituencies, 
and flooded the state with literature. Catt’s plans included systematic door-to-door can
vassing, which eventually reached over half the state’s voters. On election day, the mea
sure lost by a narrow margin, but within days suffragists raised $100,000 and began the 
work all over again. After another massive campaign, woman suffrage passed in New 
York in 1917 by over 100,000 votes. The same year, seven states, including Arkansas, 
granted some form of partial suffrage. In 1918, woman-suffrage referenda passed in 
Michigan, South Dakota, and Oklahoma. The eastern blockade was broken, and the South 
had begun to crack.33

While Catt exercised masterful managerial and strategic skills in New York, the NAWSA 
was having trouble keeping up, and Shaw came under increasing criticism from her 
NAWSA colleagues. Prominent suffragists such as Katherine McCormick, Harriet Laidlaw, 
and Jane Addams attempted to fill the perceived leadership gap, but many believed that 
Catt was the only one with the organizational skills to rescue what she herself described 
as a “bankrupt concern.” Catt resumed the NAWSA presidency in 1915 and began imple
menting her ideas for bureaucratic reorganization, legislative and partisan lobbying, and 
systematic campaigning. The previous year, Catt had secretly introduced her “Winning 
Plan,” which included winning a few targeted campaigns in the east and South under na
tional direction, gaining party endorsements, and renewing the struggle for a federal 
amendment. Women voters were instructed to lobby their legislators; suffragists in states 
where referenda successes were considered possible were to coordinate their efforts un
der national direction; and the goal in the South was some form of partial suffrage.34

None of these were new ideas, but Catt brought them together in this master plan, which 
she eventually implemented with remarkable success, but her hostility to militancy, inde
pendent activism, and rival leaders intensified when confronted with a dynamic new 
force, Alice Paul.

Alice Paul and the Congressional Union
Paul did not single-handedly reinvigorate a moribund U.S. suffrage movement, but she 
was a brilliant organizer and an inspiring leader who soon attracted a cadre of radical 
and committed activists frustrated by the apparent conservatism and inefficacy of the 
NAWSA leadership. Determined to win the federal amendment, they aimed to make life 
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miserable for politicians until they achieved their objective. Paul learned this strategy 
from the British suffragettes during her involvement with them and transplanted it to the 
United States. As a Quaker, however, Paul rejected their violent tactics and developed 
other provocative and militant methods. She had an extraordinary talent for organizing 
highly public suffrage events. Her spirit was contagious and her goal compelling even for 
mainstream suffragists opposed to radical tactics.

Early in 1913, Paul and her friend Lucy Burns revived the NAWSA’s quiescent Congres
sional Committee, initially with that organization’s blessing, but controversy and schism 
soon followed. Within two months of their arrival in Washington, DC, they had organized 
a massive suffrage parade, held on March 3, the day before Woodrow Wilson’s presiden
tial inauguration. When the marchers were attacked by a mob and the police failed to 
protect them, the suffrage movement gained massive publicity and considerable sympa
thy. In April, Paul and Burns formed an independent organization, the Congressional 
Union (CU), quickly gathered 200,000 signatures on petitions, and started lobbying Presi
dent Wilson and other prominent politicians. Paul lost her position as chair of the NAWSA 
Congressional Committee at the 1913 convention because she defied the national 
leadership’s efforts to tame her, and she rejected all subsequent reconciliatory approach
es.35

The split deepened when the CU implemented the British suffragette policy of “holding 
the party in power responsible” by sending organizers into nine western states to per
suade women voters to oppose Democratic candidates during the 1914 election. Although 
politicians insisted that this effort had no impact on their campaigns, half of them lost, 
and soon thereafter woman suffrage was reintroduced in Congress for the first time in 
two decades. The proposed Shafroth-Palmer Amendment was not the “Anthony Amend
ment,” however, which since 1878 had simply stated that “the right of citizens of the Unit
ed States to vote shall not be denied or abridged by the United States or by any State on 
account of sex.” The Shafroth-Palmer Amendment defined woman suffrage as a “states’ 
rights” issue, dictated a return to arduous state campaigns (which had largely been un
successful), and allowed discrimination against black women. The current NAWSA Con
gressional Committee chair, Hannah McCormick, endorsed it without consulting the 
organization’s board, and the proposal received some support from suffragists who saw 
no alternative to compromise with the Southern states’ rights bloc in Congress. Most suf
fragists rejected it, however, and continued to demand action at the federal level. After 
formally organizing the National Woman’s Party (NWP), Paul’s group reprised their at
tacks on western Democrats in the 1916 election.
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5.  “Women of Colorado” (1916). One of the first ef
forts of the NWP was to “hold the party in 
power” (i.e., the Democrats) responsible for lack of 
progress on the woman suffrage amendment. In 
1914, their efforts to persuade western women vot
ers to vote against the Democratic party were not 
very effective, but frightened politicians soon moved 
the amendment forward in Congress. In 1916, the 
NWP repeated this operation and posted this bill
board.

Courtesy Library of Congress, Records of the Nation
al Woman's Party.

This tactic infuriated Catt since it undermined her efforts to lobby politicians to gain their 
support.36

Suffrage during World War I
When the United States entered the war in April 1917, neither organization abandoned 
the suffrage struggle. In spite of earlier pacifist activism by Catt and others, the NAWSA 
urged women to engage in both war work and suffrage agitation, hoping that patriotic ef
forts would gain additional public support for the cause. The NWP concentrated exclu
sively on suffrage, continued using militant tactics, and introduced propaganda ridiculing 
claims that America could fight for democracy while denying women at home the right to 
vote. Most famously, in January 1917 the NWP began silent picketing outside the White 
House. Initially tolerated by the Wilson administration, harassment and violence by on
lookers escalated, and in June arrests of the picketers began, ultimately affecting 218 
women.
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6.  Picketing the White House. By August 1917, the 
Congressional Union (later the NWP) had been 
silently picketing the White House since January, ten
sions were running high, and crowd attacks on pick
eters increased. Arrests had begun in June, followed 
by months-long prison sentences, for the charge of 
“obstructing traffic.”

Courtesy Library of Congress, Harris and Ewing Col
lection, LC-DIG-hec-29758.

At first, charges were dismissed or sentences minimal, but penalties increased over the 
next few months. Some of the women began hunger strikes to protest the heavy punish
ment, bad conditions, and brutal treatment in prison; in response, authorities subjected 
them to forced feeding. Faced with terrible publicity, officials finally released all picketers 
in late November. That fall, both houses of Congress began to move toward voting on a 
federal amendment. By this time, all suffragists were focused intently on the federal 
amendment, but the NWP activists made it clear that they were not going to stop until 
they got it or died trying.37

Women’s contributions to national war efforts did affect public opinion, but female en
franchisement did not follow immediately or easily. In January 1918, President Wilson en
dorsed suffrage the day before the House of Representatives would vote again on the fed
eral amendment, but the outcome was highly uncertain. Great efforts were made to guar
antee every positive vote: several ailing representatives dragged themselves or were car
ried in, while another left his wife’s deathbed (at her urging), then returned for her funer
al. Three roll calls were necessary to establish that the measure had passed with exactly 
the required two-thirds majority, supported by a significant number of western congress
men responding to pressure from enfranchised female constituents.

The Final Struggle for the Federal Amendment
Hopes for a quick victory were soon shattered. Wilson was preoccupied with the war, so 
an impatient NWP resumed militant demonstrations that generated more arrests, jail sen
tences, and publicity. It took a year and a half for the Senate to vote, and only at the insti
gation of hostile senators confident that it would lose. On September 30, Wilson took the 
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7.  Alice Paul and NWP members in August 1920 cel
ebrating passage of the Nineteenth Amendment with 
a toast to the final 36  star on the woman suffrage 
flag.

Courtesy Library of Congress, Harris and Ewing Col
lection, LC-DIG-hec-30267 (left); LC-DIG-ds-00180.

unusual step of addressing the Senate during the debate, describing enfranchisement as 
only fair considering all the contributions women had made to the war effort, but states’-
rights advocates remained adamantly opposed, and it lost by two votes. By December, 
even the NAWSA threatened to mobilize against unsympathetic politicians in the 1918 
elections, and both suffrage organizations did so. In February 1919, the Senate defeated 
the amendment again—by one vote—but six more state legislatures had granted women 
the vote by the time Wilson called Congress into special session in May. This time the 
measure carried in the House by a wide majority (thanks to the election of over one hun
dred new pro-suffrage legislators) and passed the Senate on June 4 by a two-vote majori
ty.38

Ratification of the amendment required another long struggle. It came quickly in states 
where suffrage organizations remained active, but the process dragged on into 1920. Fi
nally only one more state was needed, but most of the holdouts were in the South. The 
battle came to a head in August in Tennessee, with relentless lobbying by pro- and anti-
suffrage forces and reports of threats, bribes, and drunken legislators. The state senate 
passed the measure easily, but in the house there were numerous delays engineered by 
the opposition, and suffragists believed that they lacked the last votes needed for pas
sage. When the roll call reached Harry Burn, a young Republican from the eastern moun
tains, he unexpectedly voted “aye,” later explaining that his mother had written urging 
him to support the measure.

Thus the Nineteenth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution squeaked to victory.39

Gaining the right to vote was a huge accomplishment, but it did not automatically guaran
tee women other political rights (e.g., running for office or serving on juries), nor did it 
rectify many other discriminatory practices embedded in the law. To address these issues, 
the NWP introduced the federal Equal Rights Amendment in 1923, but nearly a century 
later, it remains unratified. To prepare women for their new civic responsibilities, in 1920 
Catt converted the NAWSA into the League of Women Voters (LWV), an organization still 
dedicated to nonpartisan educational activity. Until recently, analyses of the impact of fe

th
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male enfranchisement focused on the national level during the conservative decade of the 
1920s and found little to report: women did not form a solid voting bloc, so major parties 
soon lost interest in cultivating their support, and few women were elected to office. 
More recent research suggests a more complicated dynamic, especially at the state level. 
Although technically enfranchised, spurious restrictions and violence prevented African 
American women and men from voting for decades, especially in the South. Thus winning 
the vote did not guarantee all American women full equality, but it recognized their fun
damental right of self-representation, permanently changed the composition of the polity, 
and provided the necessary foundation for subsequent achievements.

Discussion of the Literature
There has been relatively little scholarly interest in the U.S. suffrage movement in recent 
years. Since this topic was the primary focus of attention as the field of women’s history 
began to develop, perhaps people think it has been thoroughly examined. That assump
tion is incorrect for at least two reasons. First, more recent research has identified and 
investigated previously unexplored aspects, resulting in many new insights, while other 
topics still deserve fuller attention. Second, we still lack an up-to-date synthetic account 
that incorporates the findings of these studies, although several excellent essay collec
tions are available. Scholars continue to rely upon the monumental work, The History of 
Woman Suffrage, compiled by NAWSA activists conscious of the need to document their 
historic struggle, but it is best treated with caution as a collection of primary sources. In 
1959, Eleanor Flexner published a now-classic synthesis, Century of Struggle (enlarged 
by Ellen Fitzpatrick and reprinted in 1996). This book remains the standard account, but 
it includes discussions of various contributing factors that have since been well studied as 
separate topics (e.g., women’s access to education and wage work). No one since has tak
en on the daunting task of producing a comprehensive account of this vitally important 
movement.

With surprisingly few modifications, the narrative of the U.S. suffrage struggle has re
mained static: the Seneca Falls convention was the moment the movement began; it split 
over controversies precipitated by the Reconstruction Amendments, western victories 
were anomalous, and the “doldrums” of the 20th century were followed by reinvigoration 
in the 1910s, culminating in the passage of the Nineteenth Amendment. The many sum
mary essays available online and books for young people may or may not integrate recent 
findings, but they all repeat this dominant narrative, so it is past time for a new synthesis 
that amends, refines, and expands our understanding of this long, complicated, and diffi
cult struggle.

Heavily influenced by the publication of Aileen Kraditor’s book, The Ideas of the Woman’s 
Suffrage Movement (1965), subsequent studies thoroughly disrupted any lingering no
tions about a coherent suffrage “sisterhood.” Kraditor argued that late 19th-century suf
fragists stopped emphasizing the “justice” of their cause in favor of “expediency” argu
ments focused on how the vote could be used to achieve other goals. This argument set 
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up a false dichotomy since suffrage arguments based on rights and justice continued to 
be frequently and powerfully employed, while the exercise of the vote has always been a 
commonly accepted means to achieve political objectives. Yet there is no doubt that 
Kraditor’s work made a huge contribution by revealing a movement deeply affected by 
the elitism, racism, and nativism of many suffragists. It stimulated extensive investigation 
into problematic tensions among different groups of suffragists as well as analyses of the 
negative impacts on their audiences.

In the 1960s and 1970s, the feminist movement revived interest in women’s history and 
in the suffrage movement. The connections to a contemporaneous women’s-rights strug
gle led some writers to adopt an excessively heroic interpretation, but it did rescue sever
al major figures from relative obscurity, most notably Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Alice 
Paul. Beginning in 1975 with the publication of Feminism and Suffrage: The Emergence 
of an Independent Women’s Movement in America, 1848–1869, Ellen DuBois produced a 
series of carefully researched works that have had a major impact on the field. For sever
al decades, many studies appeared that identified various groups of previously unrecog
nized activists (especially African American women, but also anti-suffragists), produced 
detailed regional studies, examined the influence of suffrage journalism, traced transna
tional suffrage connections, and reevaluated the consequences of female enfranchise
ment. In addition, many other scholars considered suffrage as an important element of 
other women’s reform initiatives, or examined the vote in the context of larger discus
sions of citizenship. Suffrage itself has not always fared well in these analyses. Was it a 
narrow goal that diverted attention and energy away from a larger feminist agenda? Ulti
mately was it even much of an achievement? These questions have received much atten
tion in recent scholarship, especially those considering the impacts of women voters on 
political processes.

Regional studies of the South and the west have expanded our knowledge of suffrage ac
tivity beyond a narrow, eastern-based, focus on NAWSA, but this information remains in
adequately integrated into “national” histories of the movement. Ironically, Southern 
stumbling blocks and the baneful effects of the “southern strategy” are better understood 
than the contributions of western victories to ultimate success. Many of the most recent 
studies examine important but previously overlooked state leaders and organizations, but 
they remain largely isolated from the national context. Some scholars have explored be
yond U.S. borders, examining suffrage movements in other countries, the importance of 
transnational interconnections from the beginning of the movement, and associations 
with U.S. imperialism. Suffrage rhetoric, media strategies, advertising, and imagery have 
also received attention, but many texts present pictures and narrative without much 
analysis, especially those written for popular audiences.

Historians who study woman suffrage tend to focus on women’s organizations and activi
ties, including efforts to build coalitions and influence politicians. Studies by political sci
entists have often focused on identifying the situations and processes by which the idea 
appealed to some groups of men and worked its way through the political system. Early 
efforts to find correlations between demographic characteristics and voting patterns on 
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other issues found few links (with the exception of support for prohibition, even though 
the suffragists were aware of how problematic that relationship could be). Corinne 
McConnaughy’s recent book, The Woman Suffrage Movement in America, analyzed the 
successes and/or failures of efforts to establish political or reform coalitions and influence 
legislators, but her study is limited to five states and the U.S. Congress. An extensive 
body of work of Holly J. McCammon and others has emphasized the “various political and 
gendered opportunities” that encouraged the mobilization of women, as well as and the 
ways in which they adapted their tactics to fit specific circumstances and framed their ar
guments to appeal to particular groups. Thus better interdisciplinary integration would 
be valuable in future research and essential in any new synthetic account.

Currently, much of the interest in suffrage relates to its impact after the vote was won, 
with considerable debate over the consequences. Such studies examine female voter 
turnout, women’s relationships with the major political parties, their success (or lack 
thereof) in running for office, and the impact of the vote on achieving various reforms. 
Several recent publications by Kristi Anderson, Melanie Gustafson, and others reveal a 
great deal of female political involvement in the 1920s, usually at the local, state, or re
gional levels. Other analysts, including Nancy Cott and Anna Harvey, are more pes
simistic in discussing how the national women’s movement split and fizzled out in the 
1920s once the common goal had been achieved, racial and class divisions increased, po
litical parties became indifferent, and inexperienced women voters adapted poorly to par
tisan politics.

In a recent essay, “Getting Right with Women’s Suffrage,” Jean Baker reviewed these var
ious developments and suggested ways to revitalize suffrage studies. These include: bet
ter integration into survey courses and related examinations of the American political sys
tem, renewed attention to organizational requirements for individual and associational 
leadership, expanded emphasis on transnational activism, and continued discussion of 
suffrage in the context of citizenship definitions and nation building. Additional work on 
specialized aspects will always be welcome, but better integration of our existing knowl
edge is necessary to provide a firmer foundation for future scholarship in this important 
field.

Primary Sources

The best collection of primary sources remains the six-volume History of Woman Suffrage, 
edited by Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Susan B. Anthony, Matilda Joslyn Gage, and Ida Husted 
Harper. Keenly aware of the historic significance of their work, suffragists thoroughly 
documented their efforts and published the first volume in 1887. As a collection of re
ports, conference proceedings, state histories, and other material, it remains invaluable. 
Because the authors were themselves activists in the suffrage movement, however, this 
volume also reveals their biases and rivalries and must be used carefully in conjunction 
with other sources. It is available in a reprint edition, as a CD, and online (Internet 
Archive).40 A selection of these materials is available in The Concise History of Woman
Suffrage, edited by Mari Jo and Paul Buhle. A more recent book of primary sources is 
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Women’s Suffrage in America, edited by Elizabeth Frost-Knappman and Kathryn 
Cullen-Dupont, which combines a variety of documents with introductory essays and 
chronologies.41

Available on microfilm are The Papers of Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Susan B. Anthony
and History of Women Microfilm Collection.42

Major archival repositories include the following: the Library of Congress, Manuscript Di
vision, Washington, DC, contains the Susan B. Anthony Papers, Blackwell Family Papers, 
Nannie Helen Burroughs Papers, Carrie Chapman Catt Papers, Elizabeth Cady Stanton 
Papers, Mary Church Terrell Papers, National American Woman Suffrage Association 
Records, the National Woman’s Party Papers, and the League of Women Voters Collec
tion. The Schlesinger Library, Radcliffe Institute for Advanced Study, Harvard University, 
Cambridge, MA, holds the Blackwell Family Papers, Carrie Chapman Catt papers, 
Olympia Brown Papers (microfilm), Elizabeth Boynton Harbert Papers, Harriet Burton 
Laidlaw Papers, Catharine Waugh McCulloch Papers, Leonora O’Reilly Papers, Anna 
Howard Shaw Papers, Sue Shelton White Papers, Matilda Joslyn Gage Papers, Maud 
Wood Park Papers (microfilm), New York Association Opposed to Political Suffrage for 
Women Papers, and the Women’s Rights Collection. Many of these collections are avail
able on microfilm.

Other major repositories holding specific archival collections, and much additional relat
ed material, include the New York Public Library and the Sophia Smith Collection, 
Women’s History Archives at Smith College, Northampton, MA. A wealth of information 
can be found all over the country in university collections, and in state and local historical 
societies and archives.

Links to Digital Materials

The Library of Congress, The Seneca Falls Convention.

The Library of Congress, Woman Suffrage Teacher’s Guide.

National Archives: Teaching With Documents: Woman Suffrage and the 19th 
Amendment.

National Women’s History Museum, including online exhibits on “Political Culture and 
Imagery of American Woman Suffrage” and “Votes for Women”.

The History Channel, “History of Woman’s Suffrage in America”.

“The Fight for Woman Suffrage”.

PBS, “Not for Ourselves Alone.”

Alexander Street Press, “‘Women and Social Movements in the United States, 1600–
2000” (database available through subscription only).
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